
 

 

 

KILSBY KRONICKLE KIDS KORNER 

1. Have a picnic inside – clear the furniture out the way and lay down a blanket on the floor to have a 

picnic lunch on 

 

2. Play hide & seek – 1 person counts to 20 whilst everyone else hides. The counter then has to find 

everyone! Last person to be found wins! Or you can play sardines…1 person hides and everyone else 

counts to 20 and then goes to find them. When you find the person who is hiding, you have to hide with 

them! Eventually everyone will be hiding in the same place, the last person to find everyone loses and 

the first person wins 

 

3. Painting & drawing – pick a random object in your house or from outside, then try your best to draw it 

(or paint) to look as real as possible 

 

4. Baking – visit https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/collection/kids-baking and pick a recipe to bake, 

then ask an adult to help you made it! 

 

5. Make a card – why not make a card for someone who lives on their own or is in an old people’s home to 

brighten up their day? Fold a piece of card in half, decorate the front, write inside, then ask an adult 

to help you post it 

 

6. Play a board game – pick a board game to play. For example: monopoly, scrabble, snakes and ladders, 

mouse trap, chess, articulate, dobble, dinkee linkee, guess who. To name a few 

 

7. Build a den – made a den to play in! There are a few different ways to make a den. Under the table: put 

a large blanket over a table so the edges hang over the sides like walls. Or push pieces of furniture 

(like dining room chairs) close to a sofa or arm chair and drape a large blanket over the top to make a 

roof. Fill your den with cushions, duvets and blankets to make it cosy. Then you can read, watch a film 

or play a game in there! 

 

8. Watch your favourite film – then you could write a story about what happens to the characters after 

the film has ended! If the film had carried on, what would have happened? Or maybe you could write a 

new story about the same characters? 

 

9. Make a scrap book – print off some photos of you and your family/friends and stick them in an empty 

note book. Why note write next to each picture about what it’s about and who is in it. If you don’t have 

any photos, you could carefully cut out pictures you like from a magazine/newspaper/holiday brochure 

and make a collage 

 

10. Learn what your parents do at work - Lots of parents are working from home at the moment, ask if 

you can learn about what they do and see if you can help! You can pretend to be their secretary or 

assistant! 

 

11. Dance – Make up a dance routine to your favourite song! You could even perform it in front of your 

family! 

 

12. Learn something new – Think about something you’ve always wanted to learn, then ask an adult to help 

you look on YouTube.com for videos on how to do it! For example, learn how to play the piano, recorder 

or guitar. Learn how to plat your hair or tap dance! There are videos to teach you anything 
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